This paper considers the problem of finding topical shifts in documents and in particular at what information can be leveraged to identify them. Recent research on topical segmentation usually assumes that topical shifts in discourse are signalled by changes in vocabulary. This information, however, is not always a sufficient indicator of a topical shift, especially for certain genres. This paper explores an additional source of information. Our hypothesis is that the type of a referring expression is an indicator of how accessible its antecedent is. The shorter and less informative the expression (e.g., a personal pronoun versus a lengthy post-modified noun phrase), the more accessible the antecedent is likely to be and the more likely it is that the topic under discussion has remained constant between the two mentions. We explore how this information can be used to augment a lexically-based topical segmenter. We test our hypothesis on two types of data, literary narratives and lecture notes. The results suggest that our similarity metric is useful: depending on the settings it either slightly improves the performance or leaves it unchanged. They also suggest that certain types of referring expressions are more useful than others.
Introduction
In the past 10 years, research on topical segmentation has mostly centred on using surface vocabulary to identify topical shifts. The intuition is that if the vocabulary changes perceptibly, so does the topic under discussion. One popular way to model this assumption is by probabilistic graphical models. A document may be modelled as a sequence of strings (e.g., sentences) generated by a latent topic variable, where the topic variables correspond to distributions over a finite vocabulary. Similarity-based methods are an alternative methodology. The segmenter explicitly measures the amount of lexical similarity between sentences. Places where similarity is low are likely to indicate shifts of topic. The common thread among these approaches is that they rely almost exclusively on the explicitly mentioned words.
The idea that vocabulary shifts indicate topical shifts dates back to Youmans (1991) . Indeed, by and large, introducing new concepts almost necessarily requires that the concepts be named and described. How densely the concepts are explicitly mentioned and how often the mentions are repeated depends to a large degree on the genre and on the cognitive complexity of the document. In scientific papers or legal documents clarity is paramount, so the author will endeavour to state things explicitly and avoid ambiguity. The less complicated the document, however, the less it is necessary to explicitly repeat terminology. In literature, for example, word repetition is not only uncommon, but it is usually a sign of bad writing. In casual conversations, the topic can easily be never mentioned explicitly. How can we identify topical shifts in a document whose author does not "hold the reader's hand"?
It turns out that lexical cohesion (or, put simply, word repetition) is only one of several devices of cohesion (Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 29) Other possibilities are reference, substitution, ellipsis and conjunction. In this paper we mainly explore referential cohesion. "Rosanna's late again for dinner," says Nancy. "And I'm sent to fetch her in. All the hard work falls on my shoulders in this house. Let me alone, Mr. Betteredge!"
The person here mentioned as Rosanna was our second housemaid. "Where is she?" I inquired. [. . . ] "At the sands, of course!" says Nancy, with a toss of her head. "She had another of her fainting fits this morning, and she asked to go out and get a breath of fresh air. I have no patience with her!" "Go back to your dinner, my girl," I said. "I have patience with her, and I'll fetch her in." Figure 1 shows a snippet of a dialogue from the publicly available Moonstone corpus (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012) . The two speakers discuss a specific person, Rosanna, yet her name is mentioned explicitly only twice. In the remainder of the dialogue the author uses pronouns to refer to this person, whose identity is evident from the context. Running an automatic segmenter on such a document would likely be challenging since focal concepts -characters -are often referred to by pronouns or definite noun phrases (NPs) instead of explicit repetition.
The focal entity Rosanna is introduced once and then it is referred to by nominal and pronominal anaphora, not by explicit repetition. Simplifying things somewhat, we can say that merely by the virtue of encountering a referring expression (e.g., she or the person), we know that it refers to something that must be clear from the context. The type of the referring expression also contains information about the availability of the antecedent. A she implies that the 'she' in question is rather obvious, that is to say, the antecedent is nearby and, more important for our purposes, the topical thread continues. A more verbose referring expression (e.g., the woman in red) is more likely in situations where the antecedent is less obvious and the reader needs additional information to disambiguate the expression.
The idea that the type of referring expression tells a lot about the accessibility of its antecedent dates back to Givón (1981) . He postulated that the more informative the referring expression is, the less accessible the antecedent will be. Figure 2 shows the list of expressions from the least to the most informative. Projecting this information onto our task, we can say that the more informative the expression is, the less continuity there will be in the topic.
The main contribution of this work is to show how such information can be used to improve the quality of text segmentation. We extract NPs and classify them by informativeness. This is achieved with the help of a syntactic parser, but a lighter form of processing might do, perhaps even if it captured personal pronouns. Using this information, we augment and correct a matrix of lexical similarities between sentences, a structure frequently used as an input to a topical segmenter.
The results of using coreferential similarity are evaluated on a dataset of manually segmented chapters from a novel (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012) and on transcripts of lectures in Artificial Intelligence (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006) . We try the new similarity matrix on two publicly available similaritybased segmenters APS (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2011) and MinCutSeg (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006) . The results suggest that the new matrix never hurts, and in several case improves, the performance of the segmenter, especially for the novel. We also check whether this metric would still be useful if instead of the traditionally used lexical similarity we used a similarity metric which took synonymy into account. In this case, the margin of improvement is lower, but still the coreferential similarity metric never hurts the performance and often improves it.
Section 2 of the paper gives an overview of related work. Section 3 describes our similarity metric and how we compute it. Section 4 shows the details of the experiments, while Section 5 discusses the results. We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion of how our metric can be improved and simplified.
Background and related work
Much of research on topical segmentation of text is based on the idea that changes of topic are usually accompanied by vocabulary changes. Introduced by Youmans (1991) , it has since formed the backbone of research on topical segmentation. We now briefly review recent work on text segmentation. Since the focus of this research is on what information is useful for text segmentation, this review emphasizes representations rather than algorithms.
Perhaps the simplest way of estimating topical similarity between sentences is to measure cosine similarity between corresponding feature vectors. It has been used extensively in text segmentation. Hearst (1994; 1997) describes TextTiling, an algorithm which identifies topical shifts by sliding a window through the document and measures cosine similarity between adjacent windows. The drops in similarity signal shifts of topic. More recently, Malioutov and Barzilay (2006) as well as Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2011) use graph cuts and factor graph clustering for text segmentation. Both systems rely on cosine similarity between bag-of-word vectors as an underlying representation.
While cosine similarity between vectors is easy to compute, it is hardly a reliable metric of topical similarity. Several researchers have used lexical chains -first introduced by Halliday and Hasan (1976) -to improve the performance of topical segmenters. 1 The intuition behind using lexical chains for text segmentation is that the beginning and end of a chain tend to correspond to the beginning and end of a topically cohesive segment. One version of TextTiling (Hearst, 1997) uses lexical chains manually constructed using Roget's Thesaurus. Okumura and Honda (1994) apply automatically created lexical chains to segment a small set of documents in Japanese. More recently, Marathe (2010) tried to build lexical chains using distributional semantics and apply the method to text segmentation.
Other proposals to move beyond word repetition in topical segmentation include the use of bigram overlap in (Reynar, 1999) , information about collocations in (Jobbins and Evett, 1998) , LSA (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) in (Choi et al., 2001; Olney and Cai, 2005) and WordNet in (Scaiano et al., 2010) .
It should be noted that much of the recent work on topical segmentation revolves around generative models. For example Blei and Moreno (2001) use HMM,while Eisenstein and Barzilay (2008) , Misra et al. (2011) and Du et al. (2013) use higher-order models. We do not review this work in detail here because it centers on algorithms for text segmentation and not on the information supplied to those algorithms, which is the focus of this research. Fundamentally, the text is modelled as a sequence of tokens generated by latent topic variables. Although probabilistic segmenters can be extended to use additional information (e.g., Eisenstein and Barzilay (2008) augment their segmenter with information about discourse markers), it is not trivial to change these models to include information such as synonymy, co-reference and so on. That is why we do not review them in detail here.
As this brief review shows, a number of approaches have been proposed to measure cohesion between sentences, that is to say, to describe to what extent a pair of sentences is "about the same thing". Most of them have a common denominator: they use explicit lexical information, sometimes augmented by semantic relations from thesauri or ontologies.
Lexical resources, such as ontologies and knowledge-bases, may help improve the quality of segmentations, but such resources are not always available. They also may cause problems with precision. More important, however, they do not solve a more fundamental problem: a text may be highly cohesive and coherent without being tightly bound by either lexical cohesion or synonymy.
The main ideas developed in this work originate in (Givón, 1981) . The author looks at the functional domain of topical accessibility. A number of coding devices affect this property. They are listed in Figure 2 , ordered from the devices used to mark the most continuous topics to those which mark the least continuous topics. The order in Figure 2 is governed by a simple principle: the more accessible the topic is, the less information is used to code it. The author argues that the continuum is applicable in many languages. He also mentions that while the exact values of the phenomenon in question are difficult to predict or even estimate, their relative order can be predicted with certainty, even if some devices are unavailable in some languages.
In a similar spirit, Ariel (2014) groups non-initial NPs into expressions with low accessibility (definite NPs and proper names), those with intermediate accessibility (personal and demonstrative pronouns) and those with high accessibility (pronouns).
In this work, we propose to leverage the presence and type of co-referential relations to improve the results of two recent similarity-based segmenters. Instead of resolving anaphoric references, we assume that their mere presence often indicates topic continuity. With this augmented model, we segment fiction and spoken lecture transcripts, the two types of data where low rates of lexical cohesion preclude achieving segmentation of good quality using only surface information about token types.
Estimating coreferential similarity
In order to see whether knowledge about types of referential expressions is useful for measuring topical similarity, we incorporate this information into two publicly available similarity-based topical segmenters, MCSeg (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006) and APS (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2011) . Normally, both MCSeg and APS measure similarity between sentences by computing cosine similarity between the vectors corresponding to bag-of-words representation for each sentence:
Each atomic unit of text is represented as a vector of features corresponding the occurrences of each token type. The vectors are weighted using tf.idf values for each token type. Next, a segmenter measures cosine similarity between vectors according to Equation 1. That is the fundamental representation in both MCSeg and APS. MCSeg identifies segment boundaries by creating a weighted cyclic graph and cutting it so as to maximize the sum of edges within segments and to minimize the sum of severed edges. APS segments the sequence by finding segment centres -points which best capture the content of a segment -and assigning data points to best segment centres so as to maximize net similarity.
The proposed similarity metric relies on the following idea: in order to measure how many concepts two sentences share, we do not need to resolve anaphoric expressions in full, but only to map them onto sentences which contain their most recent antecedent (without actually naming the antecedents). We do that by parsing the documents with the Connexor parser (Tapanainen and Järvinen, 1997) and extracting all NPs with their constituents. Next, we attempt to classify the NPs into categories which would roughly correspond to those listed in Figure 2 and to those in (Ariel, 2014) .
A manual study by Brown (1983) suggests that the average referential distance for animate and inanimate entities differs widely within the same document. 2 That is why it makes sense to distinguish between these two types. In the end, then, we classify each identified NP into one of the categories listed in Figure 3 . The list is not exhaustive and in some cases an NP may belong to more than one type. In practice, however, an NP is always assigned a single type dictated by the implementation.
2 Brown (1983, pp. 323-324) compares referring expressions which denote human and non-human entities. She uses three measurements: average distance to the nearest antecedent, average ambiguity and persistence. On all three counts, human and non-human entities appear to have different distributions.
Figure 2: Linguistic coding devices which signal topic accessibility (Givón, 1981) Most continuous (least surprising) 1. zero anaphora 2. unstressed pronouns (e.g., He was speaking loudly.) 3. right-dislocated definite noun phrases (NPs) (e.g., It is no good, that book.) 4. neutral-ordered definite NPs (e.g., That book is no good.) 5. left-dislocated definite NPs (e.g., That book, it is no good.) 6. Y-moved NP's (e.g., The book they read in turns.) 7. cleft/focus constructions (e.g., It was that book, that was on her mind for weeks.) 8. referential indefinite NPs (e.g., He picked up a book and left.)
Least continuous (most surprising)
Figure 3: Categories of noun phrases taken into account when computing coreferential similarity 1. animate personal pronouns (he, she, they) 2. inanimate pronouns (it) 3. demonstrative pronouns (that, those) 4. animate proper names (John Hernecastle) 5. inanimate proper names (London) 6. animate definite noun phrases (the man) 7. inanimate definite noun phrases (the jewel) 8. animate indefinite noun phrases (a man) 9. inanimate indefinite noun phrases (a jewel)
Finally, coreferential similarity between sentences S i and S j is measured as follows:
T is the set of of all types of referring expressions which we consider -those given in Figure 3 . count S j t is the number of times when an expression of type t appears in the most recent sentence, S j . Note that we only consider the referring expressions in the most recent sentence, because a referring expression, by its nature, must refer to something previously mentioned. The "tightness" of the link is controlled by setting weight t for each expression type t. weight t effectively specifies how likely it is that the antecedent for an expression of a type t appears in sentence s i . The values of the weights are set experimentally on the holdout data. They can almost certainly be further fine-tuned. Intuitively, the settings of the weights reflect the logic behind Givón's theory. Consider an example vector of weights for expressions, where a higher weight corresponds to a more accessible antecedent (for animate and inanimate entities respectively).
<personal pronouns anim: 4, demonstr pronouns anim: 2, proper names anim: 1, def np anim: 0.5, indef np anim: 0, pronouns inanim: 2, demonstr pronouns inanim: 2, proper names inanim: 0, def np inanim: 0, indef np inanim: 0>
The denominator of Equation 2 normalizes the value by the product of the lengths of sentences S 1 and S 2 . The exponent (j − i − 1) × decayF actor is responsible for decreasing similarity as the distance between sentence S i and S j increases. The decay factor, 0 < decayF actor < 1, is set experimentally, and j − i is the distance between sentences S i and S j , i < j. Figure 4 contains a walk-through example of computing referential similarity between two sentences. The coreferential similarity as defined by Equation 2 is rather limited. The first limitation is the range: it can only measure similarity between nearby sentences or paragraphs, because it only makes sense between the closest occurrences of an antecedent and a subsequent referring expression. For example, it does not make sense to measure coreferential similarity between sentences that are several paragraphs apart. Even if they indeed talk about the same entities, the topic has most likely been re-introduced several times in between. That is why we only compute coreferential similarity for sentences no more than decayW indow sentences apart. The value of decayW indow is usually between 2 and 6 and it is set experimentally on the holdout set for each corpus.
The values of coref s im are usually quite small and the information used is rather one-sided. We use it, therefore, in addition to, not instead of, lexical similarity. In our experiments, we first compute lexical similarity between sentences (or paragraphs) and then modify the lexical matrix by adding to it the matrix of coreferential similarity. 
Experimental results
The effectiveness of coreferential similarity metric has been tested in practice. A set of experiments compared how much the metric improves the quality of topical segmentations. To this end, we ran APS and MCSeg with and without adding coreferential similarity to lexical similarity, and compared the results. We chose these segmenters for comparison because coref erential similarity can only be naturally incorporated into a similarity-based segmenter.
Data. In our experiments we used two publicly available datasets. The first one is a set of lectures on Artificial Intelligence (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006) . The dataset contains 22 documents which were manually annotated for the presence of topical shifts. The second dataset is the Moonstone dataset described in (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012) . It contains 20 chapters from Wilkie Collins's novel, each annotated by 4-6 people. To reconcile these multiple reference annotations, we create a majority gold standard. It only contains segment breaks which were marked by at least 30% of the annotators. Both segmenters are compared against this gold standard. There is a fair amount of disagreement between the annotators of this dataset. The average inter-annotator windowDiff is 0.38 (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012, pp. 215-216) , but if one takes into account near-hits, then at least 50% of the boundaries are marked by more than two annotators.
Both datasets are quite challenging. The lecture dataset contain a lot of rather informal speech and there is not as much lexical repetition as would be in a more formal text. The Moonstone dataset is an example of literary language, full of small digressions, dialogue and so on.
The first dataset is annotated at the level of individual sentences. The second dataset is annotated at the level of paragraphs. We segment both datasets at the level of the gold-standard annotations (sentences for lectures, paragraphs for the novel).
When working with paragraphs, coref sim is computed slightly differently:
In this case, count p j t refers to the number of occurrences of expression of type t in the first paragraphCutOf f sentences of the paragraph p j , instead of the whole paragraph. The rationale behind this heuristic is that the referring expressions in the opening sentences of the paragraph are likely to refer to entities from the previous paragraph, while expressions in the middle or the end of the paragraph are likely to refer to entities introduced inside the paragraph.
Segmenters and baselines. We use two publicly available topical segmenters in our experiments: MCSeg and APS. The default version of each segmenter computes a similarity matrix between sentence in the input document. The values in the matrix correspond to cosine similarity (Equation 1) computed after the removal of stop words and weighting the bag-of-word vectors by tf.idf . The results obtained using these default matrices are our first baseline.
In our experiments, we modify this matrix by adding to it the matrix of coreferential similarities. The values of coreferential similarities are rather small and most modifications are localized. That is because the value of decayW indow is set between 2 and 6 (see Section 3).
In addition to the matrices based on cosine similarity, we wanted to see if using a more intelligent measure of topical similarity improves the results. We built one more flavour of similarity matrices using the DKPro Similarity framework (Bär et al., 2013) . The framework contains a model of textual similarity which has been used by the winning system at the SemEval Textual Similarity 2012 shared evaluation. We use this model (further STS-2012) as a more competitive baseline for computing topical similarity.
The STS-2012 baseline consists of a log-linear regression model trained on the SemEval 2012 training data. It combines an assortment of measures of textual similarity to come up with its judgments. The metrics include n-gram overlap, semantic similarity measures (based on both corpora and lexical resources) and several measures of stylistic similarity. We chose to use this relatively complicated metric because of its competitive performance at SemEval 2012. The system, however, was not designed to measure topical similarity per se, especially between many sentences coming from the same source document. By default, the STS-2012 baseline outputs values between 1 and 5. These were normalized to be between 0 and 1.
Similarly to the experimental design with cosine similarity matrices, we try running the segmenters using STS-2012 with and without adding coreferential similarity matrix to it.
On both datasets we set the weights for various types of referential expressions using hold-out sets of two files. When setting the weights, we were guided by the principle captured in Figure 2 : personal pronouns suggest the tightest link, followed by demonstrative pronouns, proper names, and so on.
It should be noted that because we had to modify the native representation of both segmenters by supplying a matrix computed using non-native code, we could not use the proper training scripts which come with the segmenters. In effect, the results are likely to be lower than they could have been. Even so, this is acceptable for our purposes because we are interested in the improvement gained by using coreferential similarity, not in obtaining the best possible segmentation via the setting of the best parameters.
Processing. We computed the underlying lexical similarity matrices using the same procedure as described in (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006; Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2011) , but using our own code. In other words, we built a matrix of cosine similarities after removing stop words and weighting the underlying vectors by tf.idf values.
In order to compute coreferential similarity, all documents were parsed using the Connexor parser (Tapanainen and Järvinen, 1997) . The parser was chosen because it produces high-quality partial parses of long sentences often encountered in the Moonstone dataset. We also tagged named entities and labelled NPs as animate or inanimate using the Stanford Core NLP suite. 3 Metrics. We compare topical segmentations using the windowDiff metric:
windowDiff slides a window of size k through the input sequence of length N . At every position of the window, the metric compares the number of boundaries in the reference sequence and in the hypothetical sequence. The number of erroneous windows is normalized by the total number of windows to obtain the final value. windowDiff is a penalty metric: lower values correspond to better segmentations. 5 Evaluation Table 1 presents the results of running APS and MCSeg using four different input matrices each. The first column shows the combination of the name of the segmenter and the specific input matrix. APS and MCSeg refer to the cases where both segmenters were run using simple cosine similarity matrices. ST S refers to matrices computed using STS-2012 from the DKPro Similarity framework. coref sim refers to cosine similarity matrices modified by adding a matrix with coreferential similarities. ST S −coref sim are matrices computed using STS-2012 which had coreferential similarity added to them.
In all experiments, we set the weights for different types of referring expressions on two hold-out files. The remainder of the data is divided into five folds. Standard deviation reported in the tables is computed across folds.
Coreferential similarity improves the results of the cosine matrix for both segmenters, but the improvement on the AI dataset is rather small (1% for APS and 2% for MCSeg).
It is interesting to see that in most cases using ST S matrices slightly hurts the performance of the segmenters compared to using simple cosine similarity matrices. The only exception is running MCSeg on the Moonstone dataset which improves the performance by 3%.
Adding a matrix of coreferential similarities to ST S matrices slightly improves the performance on the Moonstone dataset and leaves it practically unchanged on the dataset of AI lectures.
It is somewhat surprising that using STS-2012 for similarity computation does not improve, and occasionally worsens, the results compared to using simple cosine similarity. Coreferential similarity, on the other hand, produces a small but consistent improvement.
We have examined the vectors of weights used in these experiments (set using hold-out data). On the Moonstone dataset, the results are the best when personal animate pronouns get the highest weight, followed by demonstrative animate pronouns, as well as inanimate pronouns, both regular and demonstrative. Other expression types are assigned either a very small weight or the value 0, effectively making them inconsequential. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that the novel discusses people, their relations and interactions, making animate entities central for estimating topical links.
The vectors used on the AI lecture dataset are similar, except that here the highest weights are given to demonstrative and regular inanimate pronouns. These are followed by demonstrative and then regular animate pronouns. This distribution is likely due to the fact that the lecture dataset discusses abstract concepts, while people are likely to be noted more tangentially. We are not sure how to explain the fact that in this dataset demonstrative pronouns have a slightly higher weight than the regular ones.
Identifying and categorizing noun phrases requires either high-quality NP-tagging or parsing. On the other hand, most pronouns can be captured very easily, perhaps even using a list of words. It is interesting to note that the most gain is due to these "cheap" types of referring expressions. In the future, we plan to implement a lighter version of the coreferential similarity metric which only considers pronouns.
Conclusions and future work
This paper has presented a method for improving the quality of topical segmentations by using information about referential expressions in nearby sentences. The method slightly improves the quality of segmentations and, what is even more important, seems never to worsen the results.
